Greenlands Order of Ceremonies – September 2018

**Please note:** If, nearer the time of graduation, there appears to be a disproportionate number of students at one ceremony intending to graduate in person, the Graduation Office reserves the right to move some programmes to the other ceremony. Students and staff will be advised in writing by late August if any such move must take place.

**Friday 21 September 11.30 am**

**MBA** Flexible Learning Programme (International Network): Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Malta, Nordic, South Africa, Trinidad; Project Management Flexible Learning Programme (International Network)

**MSc (PG Dip/Cert where appropriate)** Strategic Marketing Leadership (ING; Roche)

**PG Dip/Cert** Management

**Friday 21 September 2.30 pm**

**PhD**

**DBA**

**MBA (and PGDip/Cert where appropriate)** Executive Programme; Flexible Learning Programme (Henley-Based); Flexible Learning Programme (Tailored for companies); eConsortium; Music and Creative Industries;

**MA (and PG Dip/Cert where appropriate)** Leadership

**MSc (and PG Dip/Cert where appropriate)** Business and Management Research; Coaching and Behavioural Change;